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Alex Kapranos blasts out the songs. Photo: Keith Morrison

Drummer Paul Thomson keeps the beat.
Photo: Keith Morrison

Hands in the air as the audience soak up the atmosphere. Photo: Keith Morrison

Black Bic Biro in pride of place as they support Franz Ferdinand on Monday. Photo: Keith Morrison

Franz find form just in time
BY NEIL RIDDELL

GLASWEGIAN rock stars Franz Ferdinand
played two shows to a packed audience at the
Whiteness and Weisdale Hall on Monday night.

A matinee show for under-18s at teatime –
for which Franz Ferdinand donated the proceeds
to Turning Point, a UK social care charity – was
followed by an energetic performance from
young Shetland act Black Bic Biro, having been
hand-picked by the band for the prestigious
support slot.

Alex Kapranos and company then returned to
the stage for an 80-minute set which, after a
slightly slow start, was readily lapped up by the
vociferous crowd.

The local three-piece, frontman Reuben
Quinn, Jim Bevington and John Gair, marked
the occasion by releasing their debut EP on the
same day and were in buoyant mood from the
off, showering the crowd with glow-sticks as
they came on stage.

The set, refreshingly consisting entirely of
original material, easily sustained the interest of
the capacity crowd throughout with the group
displaying a dynamic energy which, allied to
some well-honed spiky punk tunes, added up to
an impressive racket which seems to be very
much in touch with the musical zeitgeist.

Happily, the group were not afraid to stray
from the rigid guitar, bass, drums format either,
introducing Shetland’s young fiddler of the year
Miriam Brett to provide string accompaniment
for one tune. Singer Quinn, whose father Jimmy
also helped out on keyboards, then stepped
aside from the mic as another mystery guest was

drafted in to contribute vocals to an epic, near-
spoken word track.

Black Bic Biro fittingly ended their set with
the lead track from their EP, Peggy Sue, which
had their numerous fans enraptured. The track’s
variation on the loud-quiet-loud format, the
highlight of the four-track CD, influence-wise
recalled most closely the Arctic Monkeys and
the night’s main attraction.

Growing anticipation then turned to excite-
ment from the audience as Franz Ferdinand hit
the stage at 9.30pm, but the early stages of the
performance saw the group not quite hitting the
heights one might have expected, with some
putting it down to their very presence in the hall
being almost surreal.

Having emerged into the spotlight four years
ago, the group have only recently resurfaced
following a well-earned year or so out of the
spotlight, but on Monday night’s evidence the
break seems to have stultified their vibrancy to a
degree.

From opener Cheating On You there seemed,
to this correspondent at least, to be a slight spark
missing from the performance, at least relative
to previous live outings witnessed in 2004 and
2005.

It was only four songs in with a vigorous
version of Michael that they began to sound like
the formidable four-piece which has acquired
the status of arguably Scotland’s foremost rock
act.

While it is always hard to gage fresh material
on first hearing in a live setting, it was the
plethora of new songs the group showcased that
represented the biggest drawback.

The slightly more muscular material is
heavily reliant on the angular guitar-based
sound that they have mined so successfully in
the past, but some of the new numbers came
across as dull facsimiles of former glories.

That is not to say the crowd did not greet the
band with open arms; nor should it take any-
thing away from the achievement of promoter
Davie Gardner in getting such a high profile act
to perform in the isles. Indeed, Franz Ferdinand
are a popular group to match the stature of the
very top rock bands to have played in the isles,
right up there with Pulp and the Smiths.

And in fairness, they did hit their stride
towards the end of the set, inspiring the 400-
plus crowd to sing along to the jingle-jangle of
Walk Away and bounce along to the nagging 
riff of Take Me Out, while debut single Darts 
of Pleasure and its b-side Van Tango packed
more of a punch than some of what had gone
before.

The encore saw the affable lead singer
Kapranos, who appeared to struggle vocally to a
degree throughout the show, engaging the
crowd in a communal clap-along, but again one
or two of the new songs presented strayed rather
too close to the same-y end of the indie-pop
spectrum.

It was only with a euphoric, extended version
of set-closer This Fire that Franz Ferdinand
really moved into fifth gear, the gig concluding
with three-quarters of the band engaging in a
spot of crowd-surfing and being carried around
Whiteness and Weisdale Hall in what was an
undeniably triumphant ending.

n.riddell@shetland-times.co.uk

The crowd go wild. Photo: Keith Morrison
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Medical Grade procedures Medical Grade procedures 
for Acne, Pigmentation and for Acne, Pigmentation and 

Anti-aging including Dermaroller Anti-aging including Dermaroller 
and Agera. Non surgical treatments and Agera. Non surgical treatments 
include Wrinkle softening, Dermal include Wrinkle softening, Dermal 

fi ller and Permanent make-up.fi ller and Permanent make-up.

Consultation and treatment dates:Consultation and treatment dates:

Saturday, 19th March Saturday, 19th March 
Saturday, 15th AprilSaturday, 15th April

GIFT VOUCHERS AVAILABLEGIFT VOUCHERS AVAILABLE

Contact Lynda Smith for info: 

 t: 01224 633603
 m: 07812 101199
 e: lyndasmith@youarebeautiful.com
 w: www.youarebeautiful.com

Health & Beauty,7 Reform Lane, Lerwick.

Sheriff warns man to stay
away from former partner
A man has been warned to stay away from his estranged partner after repeatedly hammering 
on her front door in the early hours at the weekend.

Ross Adamson, 23, of Cunningsburgh, became paranoid that his victim had a new man at 
her Gulberwick address when he went uninvited on Saturday morning.

He was abusive and threatening, shouting and demanding access.
Lerwick Sheriff Court heard on Monday that Adamson had failed to accept the relationship 

was over.
Procurator fiscal Duncan MacKenzie said Adamson had attended unannounced at 1am 

on Saturday.
His victim contacted the police who, on attending, persuaded Adamson to go home.
But he returned at 7.20am to demand entry again.
“He has this deep-seated paranoia that she is seeing someone else, and that there was 

someone else – a male – in the house at the time. There wasn’t,” said Mr MacKenzie.
Defence agent Tommy Allan said Adamson had not made any threats, although he accepted 

the “inappropriateness” of his actions.
Calling for reports, Sheriff Graeme Napier deferred sentence until 23rd March.  
He released Adamson on bail, but warned him to stay away from his victim. 

Trial date fixed after alleged
thefts in Lerwick are denied
A regular court attender narrowly avoided being held on remand when he appeared in the 
dock this week.

Martin McLean, 37, of Norgaet in Lerwick, denied stealing various items from cars in the 
town’s St Magnus Street and Viking Bus Station on 3rd March when he appeared at Lerwick 
Sheriff Court on Monday.

Trial was fixed for 2nd June, with an intermediate diet on 4th May.
However procurator fiscal Duncan MacKenzie was against granting McLean his liberty 

in the meantime, citing his “consistent” record of offending and tendency to breach court 
orders.

“He’s a thief who will continue to thieve if he’s at liberty,” he said.
Last year McLean persuaded the sheriff to change the terms of his curfew order to allow 

him to visit the chip shop at night.  
Defence agent Tommy Allan said McLean’s restriction of liberty order was almost 

complete.
Mr Allan told the sheriff: “You’ve dealt with his unorthodox approach to life and time-

keeping, but nevertheless he does have a fixed address and his record is not the worst.”
Sheriff Napier told McLean his case was “marginal”, but granted him bail.

‘Bully’ has
to pay up
A Latvian “bully” who assaulted his 
ex-girlfriend was told to pay her 
£250 in compensation at Lerwick 
Sheriff Court yesterday.

Sergejs Davidenkovs, 28, of the 
town’s St Magnus Street, admitted 
pushing his victim to the ground 
and punching her on the head to her 
injury on 11th December.

The court heard a row had broken 
out between the two after she had 
refused to attend a works night out 
with him, as neither of them were 
employed with the firm hosting the 
event.

Davidenkovs became annoyed 
with her reluctance and assaulted 
her.

Sheriff Graeme Napier told him: 
“I am imposing a compensation 
order in favour of the lady you 
assaulted. She should not have been 
subject to your bullying, which is 
what it amounts to.”

He warned Davidenkovs would 
be facing jail if he failed to keep up 
with his payments.

Town vet
declared
bankrupt
Lerwick Veterinary Practice may 
have to close after the owner was 
declared bankrupt this week.

Vet Jim Tait, who has run the 
practice from the Commercial Road 
premises since 2003, said he has 
been having problems for the last 
two to three years but that recently 
things had “come to a head”.

The second outbreak of foot and 
mouth disease had played a part in 
drying up work, he said.

Combined with the end of the 
scrapie plan, which saw sheep being 
tested for the hereditary brain 
disease and many hundreds 
destroyed, this has meant a drop in 
work which the vet has been 
“struggling” to cope with.

Mr Tait was served with a civil 
action by HM Revenue and 
Customs on Tuesday. He said that 
as yet he does not know what the 
future will hold for the practice and 
the six staff who work there.

He said: “At the moment I’ve 
been told to continue, I don’t know 
any more than that.”

The premises has housed a 
veterinary practice since the late 
1970s, and was previously known 
as J A Edwin Moar under Lerwick 
vet Edwin Moar.

Mr Moar worked as a vet in 
various locations in the town for 42 
years.

He said he hoped the practice 
would find a new proprietor and 
that having two practices running 
would be preferable to just one. The 
other practice is the Westside 
Veterinary Surgery, which is 
operated by the Nicolsons out of 
Bixter and Scalloway.

He said: “It depends if they get 
somebody who is willing to take it 
over. It would be a big blow if it 
closed down.

“It used to be a one man practice 
many years ago, but that has 
changed with the massive increase 
in pet ownership. I do feel it’s 
always healthy to have competition 
in the community.

“In my opinion it should be a 
viable practice; I do think it would 
be sad if it completely closed.”

Bull terrier ran amok in children’s play park
An aggressive dog may have to be destroyed after running 
amok in a play park, jumping and snapping at a five-year-old 
boy.

A man tried to distract the Staffordshire bull terrier away 
from the child after it lost control in August last year. But it 
turned and chased him instead.

In court on Wednesday Keri Butler, 30, of Nederdale, 
Lerwick, admitted failing to keep the animal under control 
when she was looking after it on its owner’s behalf.

She also admitted failing to appear in court on 23rd 
February.

Procurator fiscal Duncan MacKenzie said a number of 
children were in the area when the dog was let loose.

“The dog was chasing and barking aggressively at the 
children, who ran away from it and were considerably 
frightened. They were crying and scared,” he said.

“A five-year-old boy was crying with the dog jumping and 
snapping at him.”

A witness contacted the police while her husband went out 
and chased the dog away, Mr MacKenzie added.

“That wasn’t easy, because as he went out the dog turned 
its attention to him, and began barking at him and chased him 
back to his own garden.”

The court heard Butler did not, at the time, accept she had 
done anything wrong, and thought it was a “trivial matter”.

“I understand she still has the dog,” said Mr MacKenzie.
Sheriff Graeme Napier described Butler’s antics as a 

“gross neglect of her responsibilities”.
He insisted: “I have to consider whether it’s appropriate 

to destroy the dog.”
However defence agent Tommy Allan said Butler had been 

“picked on” by local youths who had left her garden gate 
open and allowed the dog to escape.

He said Butler had purchased a bolt with a view to locking 
the gate, but had not yet had it secured.

“She accepts that, given she knew people were opening 

her garden gate, she should have kept more of an eye on the 
dog within her garden.”

He said he had seen references for the dog’s “good 
character”, and added there were no injuries as a result of the 
incident.

The court heard the SIC’s environmental health department 
had sent three letters to Butler concerning the dog.

But the sheriff was not best pleased about Butler’s past 
failure to attend court. 

“For somebody whose dog it isn’t, she seems to have an 
awful lot to do with the dog,” he said. “I wouldn’t like to have 
been the person who tried to chase the dog away.”

He deferred sentence until next month, calling for 
background reports to be prepared. He released Butler on 
bail.

The sheriff added: “I will ask the fiscal if I can get more 
information on the dog, because I am considering its 
position.”

Tumultuous applause as fans are
treated to hits and new songs too

By LOUISE THOMASON
After a few expectation-filled weeks, 
the much heralded Mumford and 
Sons gig took place on Wednesday 
night.

Punters had started queueing 
outside the Whiteness and Weisdale 
hall from around 6.30pm and after 
the doors opened an hour later the 
hall filled with excitable music 
lovers, young and old.

There was a good natured buzz 
about the place as the crowd waited 
as patiently as they could for the 
show to begin.

Support act Rachel Sermanni 
soon arrived on stage to cheers and 
whistles from the audience, and did 
well to play over the by now 
boisterous crowd.

Starting her set with her track 
Bones, her performance was a 
beautiful beginning to the night’s 
music, though her soft and melodic 
voice may have been better suited 
to a quieter setting, the guitar at 
times lost in the din of the hall.

Her vocals were clear and strong, 
however, and her set, including the 
upbeat Burger Van Song, got a good 
response.

The wait between her per-
formance and the main act seemed 
an age and had an interesting effect 
on the eager crowd, who were so 
impatient they gave the band’s 
roadie, setting up the instruments 
on stage, a good cheer.

To tumultuous applause, 
whistles, cheers and foot stomping 
the four strong Brit-winning band 
finally appeared, launching almost 
directly into their first track.

After a second more subdued 
tune, lead singer Marcus Mumford 
spoke to the audience, telling us the 
band were very pleased to be in 
Shetland and that they had “heard a 
lot about you from the shipping 
forecast [sic]”.

In their hour-long set, the band 
played various tracks from their 
multi-platinum selling album Sigh 
No More, including Roll Away Your 

Stone and Little Lion Man, which 
the crowd enthusiastically sang 
along to.

They also “experimented” with 
a few previously unheard tracks, 
which also went down well. 

Throughout their set the good 
humoured band seemed genuinely 
happy to be playing such a small 
venue, and it was quite heartening 
to see such a commercially 
successful band performing their 
music so passionately.

Before long though it was all 
over, but not before Marcus 
Mumford asked the crowd whether 
the band could come back, to which 
he got a massive roar of 
appreciation.

Comments from audience mem-
bers included, “they sound as good 
here as they did at T in the Park” 
and more questionably, “They 
sound like Runrig . . . In a good 
way!”

Organiser Davie Gardner of 
Atlantic Edge Music services said 

Mumford and Sons in action.  Photo: Dave Donaldson

Support act Rachel Sermanni.  Photo: Kenneth Shearer
the night had been a huge success.

He said: “I was very, very, happy 
with the way it went off completely 
trouble free, it was good to see so 
many young folk singing along to 
‘real’ songs in a world of so much 
contrived music.”

Asked whether the band had also 
enjoyed themselves, he said: “Very 
much so, they were knackered at 
the end of it but they really enjoyed 
the response from the crowd. They 
were completely enamoured with 
the place and folk.”
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Small guitars ... but plenty are coming
Ah, the musical enigma of the ukulele ... I had 
an uncle once who was very keen on George 
Formby.

I also have a distant vision of beauties 
strumming this very handy sized mini-guitar 
shaped chromatic sound box (it may be small but 
it has a big musical heart) on an idyllic island – a 
South Sea island to be “Pacific”.

The American Cliff Edwards was another 
famous exponent; known as the voice of Walt 
Disney’s Jiminy Cricket in Pinocchio. Even 
George Harrison was known to be keen on the 
small instrument, where thin agile fingers are an 
advantage.

Tonight, the second of two nights at Mareel’s 
auditorium, you’ll have a chance to savour the 
delights of an ensemble of these instruments, 
bonsai guitars or faro-patch fiddles as they are 
also known. Some of these four-string things are 
bigger than others. A world tour is an easy option 
with this instrument as hand luggage.

Tonight our own archipelago will have the 
pleasure of the company of the Ukulele Orchestra 
of Great Britain, or UOOB for short. Will they 
be “uoobing” in style, I wonder.

There are eight in the fray, with a variety of 
ukes, as they are fondly known. The eight appear 
with one instrument each and just play and sing. 
There are no gimmicks, no tricks, no vocal 
capers or jiggery pokery.

It’s probably the repertoire that will amaze 
and beguile; it defies categorisation from old 
jazzy swing songs to the classics and heavy 
metal – it’s all here with an emphasis on fun.

There’s an anarchic punky thread to their 
musical shenanigans and the group is well 
travelled, one of their most unusual gigs being 
when they were asked to accompany two camels 
to dance.

Speaking on the phone on Wednesday, main 
man George Hinchliffe said they’d been as far 

north this year as Spitsbergen where 60 per cent 
of the population turned up.

They don’t take the entire blame for the 
renewed interest in the world of the ukulele. But 
they think the orchestra’s globetrotting has 
“percolated” down through the popular 
consciousness.

George is looking forward to sampling some 
“Cullen skunk”, playing their version of Jimmy 
Shand’s Bluebell Polka along with some Adele 
and Junior Walker and the All Stars, and maybe 
having a photo opportunity at Sandwick’s Car-
negie Hall having played the one in New York.

George sees the orchestra as being like the 
“pencil and paper” of music, to the “oils and 
watercolours” of a classical orchestra, with all 
other mediums in between.

Whatever, it’s a chance to sample something 
truly musically different with a “cheap and 
cheerful” stringed instrument.

 Stephen Gordon

Anderson band to pop 
up as indoor buskers
Contemporary Shetland rockers The Donald Anderson Band embark on 
a new initiative this weekend.

The band aims to bring live music to a wider audience with their first 
gig as part of their “Pop Up Buskers” tour.

The gig will take place in the Hay’s Dock Cafe at Shetland Museum 
between 1pm and 4pm on Sunday. There is no fee but any donations will 
be split between Shetland MS Society and band’s recording fund.

The concept for the initiative came from Germany where a circuit has 
been set up for bands to perform live.

Band spokesman Rick Nickerson said: “It’s like busking only its 
indoors. The number of venues in Shetland where bands can play has 
drastically reduced over the years.

“There was a time where a band could play three or four times a week 
at local venues. We felt it would be good to try this concept out to see if 
we can not only raise funds for good causes and build up some finance to 
record our next CD but also attempt to encourage more venues to put on 
live music.”

Gigs will be announced about a week in advance through the media 
and on the band’s Facebook page.

Country legend Kris
transfixes faithful
fans at memorable
Clickimin concert

It was certainly a great achievement 
by Davie Gardner, empowerer to 
the world for all Shetland television 
things, to secure the talents of one 
of the greatest country singers.

That man Kris Kirstofferson was 
in Lerwick on Monday night for 
one of only two Scottish gigs.

At 77 and with 28 recordings 
under his belt, Kristofferson’s 1,000 
tickets for his concert at Clickimin 
had sold out in 45 minutes. Country 
and Western music is still a big 
sound in a lot of hearts in the isles.

For many it was the show of the 
year and for some serious fans a 
very important evening indeed, 
seeing a heart throb in the flesh, 
even though his career in films is 
seen by some to have been a bit 
inconsistent.

They were queuing by 5.30pm 
even though the doors were just to 
open at 6.45pm for the true living 

Kristofferson effortlessly rolled out the classic songs.  Photo: Dave Donaldson

Roddy Hart and Lonesome Fire joined the man himself on stage for a couple of numbers.
 Photo: Dave Donaldson

 For many it was show
of the year in the isles

 They ‘wheeched’ and
applauded throughout

legend at Clickimin. The veteran 
star swept into town with a pack full 
of poetic love songs, sure to tug at 
the heart strings.

Not since the time people 
camped overnight for the Frank 
William son’s sale had a “hap pen-
ing” caused such reverence in town. 
Over a thousand folk had come to 
pay homage, one woman in the 
queue – which at one stage was 
nearly reaching the campsite  – said 
she had come out of “curiosity” and 
had heard he was “hirplin” a bit.

Kristofferson’s honest songs can, 
unusually, appeal to the feelings of 
the reserved male as well, in that 
theatre they call love. And how can 
we forget his poignant references to 
the culture of drinking, which he 
gave up in 1976.

Local actor made good, Steven 
Robertson, joyfully said it was 
“surreal” to be home, working on 
Shetland and seeing Kristofferson.

Support act for the evening was 
Roddy Hart and the Lonesome Fire, 
just down to a pair of flames in this 
instance.

This duo of young dudes were 
always going to be on the coat tails 
of the main attraction. “Fellows – 
hang on to your women,” Hart told 

the assembled crowd, hinting at the 
phenomenon to follow.

These Glasgow guys reminded 
you of a blend of the city’s Blue 
Nile with touches of the Everly 
Brothers and Crowded House 
thrown in. The acoustic couple con-
tented the audience, but it was a 
crowd squirming in their seats for a 
man, and most importantly his 
songs, that for many had been part 
of the emotional backdrop of their 
lives.

Kristofferson joined them on 
stage briefly as back up for one 
song then went off again to the 
worried gaze of some.

And then there he was, all on his 
own in that amphitheatre that is the 
Clickimin main hall. You had to 
pinch yourself, and he even looked 
like Kristofferson, still with a starry 
twinkle in his eye.

Guitar slung low and with 
harmonica and holder, aka Bob 
Dylan, he effortlessly and gently 
rolled out the iconic songs. It was 
hard to pick any one song out – he 
must have picked them all a few 
times by now – on a lyrical red 
carpet of love lost and won.

The ecstatic audience at times 
couldn’t quite believe where they 

were, and “wheeched” and applaud-
ed in recognition of one classic after 
another. It was almost a Johnny 
Cash “San Quentin” moment.

A local solicitor close to me 
reckoned the guitar was a bit out of 
tune. But as they say, “frankly I 
couldn’t give a damn!”

Some songs ended sooner than 
expected but it didn’t matter, and 
his voice was maybe not as sharp as 
it once was. But the sheer quality 
and sincerity of songs of the affairs 
of the heart, hewn from a 
rollercoaster life including hard 
living and Hollywood surmounted 
the vagaries of time.

His songs were strewn with some 
great lines: “disillusioned dreamer 
who’ll never love again”; “this may 
be our last goodnight together”; 
“please don’t tell me how the story 
ends”; “there’s something in a 

Sunday that makes your body feel 
alone”; to name but a few.

He played for an hour and a half, 
joined by the Hart boys at the end 
for a three-part harmony gospel 
song.

“Freedom’s just another word 
for nothing left to lose” seems to 
mean more as Kristofferson 
contemplates his own mortality. 
The son of an air force general, he 
was a golden gloves boxer, read 
literature at Oxford University, a 
captain in the army, helicopter pilot 
and even a floor sweeper at 
Nashville Studio before stardom 
beckoned.

He prefers music to acting and 
says his true legacy are his children. 
He has always tried to be honest 
with his song writing, otherwise he 
sees no point, he tells the crowd.

His songs have been described 

by one critic as a “slew of emphatic 
incisive gems”. He’s happy to be 
happy and grateful to be grateful.

One of the technicians involved 
with setting up the gig told me in 
Clickimin’s Muckle Cafe that he 
was really just a nice bloke.

At the end of an enchanted 
evening, the audience were clapping 
and foot stomping with great gusto, 
in a great barn of a hall, stuffy but 
warm with the emotion of those 
present for a spirited show.

A woman when leaving told me 
she thought he was still “silver 
tongued”, but stopped short of 
“devil”. Another said: “I’d cross da 
rod for him!”

Kris Kristofferson is a man still 
at home in his songs on the road 
again. Who would have thought the 
road would have led to Shetland?

 Stephen Gordon  
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Reflections 
of Dr Jazz
Morag Mouat and Diane Legget are 
in the chair for Give Us A Tune 
tonight, then on Monday Steve 
Davidson and Gary Peterson are 
back with Oota Da Cans, showcasing 
the best in folk and world music.

Their CD of the month is the 
Battlefield Band’s new release. Dr 
Jazz returns on Tuesday and he’ll  
be reflecting on the recent visit  
of the Scottish National Jazz 
Orchestra and has news about a new 
workshop. 

On Wednesday Jane Moncrieff 
and Eunice Henderson are delving 
into Shetland’s Larder, and will be 
pulling out some exotic highlights 
from their trip to the Fortnum & 
Mason Food Awards and visiting 
Scotland Best Chip Shop. 

Thursday night is the Books 
Programme where you can hear 
Mary Blance speaking to some of 
the winners of the Shetland Library 
Young Writers Awards, and a couple 
of the authors that visited the isles 
during Word Play 2013.

Second Vigor book puts focus on relationships
No Skylarks Sing by Millie Vigor 
published by Robert Hale price 
£19.99

No Skylarks Sing is the second book in the 
trilogy charting the life of Catherine, the 
strong-minded heroine who made her 
home in Shetland’s Deepdale valley, and 
focuses on the trials of family life.

Catherine, originally from the south of 
England, struggled to be accepted in the 
tight-knit community when she first 
arrived as a new post-war bride, as depicted 
in the first book Catherine of Deepdale. 

More than a decade on, Catherine has 
other concerns, ones which will be 
universally recognised.

For Catherine’s relationship with second 
husband Norrie is breaking down.

What started as a love affair, very 
welcome after the loss at sea of the 
fisherman husband who brought her to the 
valley, becomes a source of resentment. 
And with three younger children joining 
the son from the first marriage, the life she 
thought she wanted turns into a trap.

All this is very accurately drawn in No 
Skylarks Sing. Few women (for Vigor’s 
work would principally appeal to women) 

could fail to relate to the disillusionment 
of marriage to a drink-sodden man slumped 
by the fire in oil-stained overalls. 
Especially, that is, when a handsome 
stranger enters the valley. Catherine, the 
hard-working and hitherto dutiful wife, 
falls prey to his rather blatant approach – 
which would be classed as sexual 
harrassment nowadays but was considered 
commonplace in the sixties. And who 
wouldn’t, with his “fresh smell of pine, 
damp earth and pine needles crushed 
underfoot.”

As well as forbidden flirtation, for 
which she pays a heavy price but which is 
ultimately resolved, Catherine has to deal 
with her eldest son’s desire to go to the 
fishing – the very profession that had 
claimed the life of his father. But after a 
scare this too turns out satisfactorily and 
life on the croft carries on, to be continued 
in the final part of the trilogy.

No Skylarks Sing is a briskly-paced 
novel which keeps the reader turning the 
pages. It is easily digestible and the marital 
rows are realistically portrayed.

The handsome stranger incident, 
however, is pure fantasy and is less 
convincing, but still an enjoyable read, 

even though the outcome is all too 
predictable. 

As with the first novel in the trilogy, 
there are some niggling inconsistencies 
which would be apparent to Shetland 
readers. It would have been quite unusual 
for anyone apart from the doctor or the 
minister to have a car in that era, especially 
as the remote Deepdale valley appears to 
be on a direct bus route to Lerwick. And 
the croft house certainly would not have 
had a shower, yet Norrie is at one stage 
“showered and changed” ready to go out.

There is also very little explanation as 
to why the valley became so cosmopolitan 
in the pre-oil era.

Some of the language, too, is not of its 
time – no-one said “chill out” or “bring it 
on” in the early 1960s.

However the story would work very 
well as a TV drama. It has plenty of action 
with some set pieces which would be 
visually stunning, and a cast of strong and 
colourful characters.

The third book of the series has already 
been written, and 86-year-old Mrs Vigor is 
to be congratulated on her impressive 
achievement.

 Rosalind Griffiths

High energy performance shows reborn 
Big Country’s quality has not faded away

It may be rock and roll, but I’m  
not sure spitting a swig of  
water over the crowd was quite  
the right way for Big Country 
front-man Mike Peters to endear 
himself to Saturday’s audience at 
Mareel.

The spot lights illuminated 
Peters’ projectile spray as it arched 
over the heads of some of the 
band’s most devoted followers 
who had found their way to the 
front of the crowd.

This was Big Country’s first 
venture to the isles in its long 
history, so there were potentially 
fans who have waited a long time 
to see them here.

But while the sprooted water 
may have dampened heads in the 
crowd, this unusual, spontaneous 
gesture, didn’t dampen their 
spirits. 

They came to hear a good gig 
from the distinctive Scottish rock 
ensemble, which is dining out on 
the success of its ninth studio 
album, The Journey, made after the 
rebirth of Big Country following 
the death in 2001 of much-loved 
lead singer Stuart Adamson. 

They did not leave empty-
handed.

But first, a word or two on  
The Revellers, which proved a 
warm-up act does not need to  
play second-fiddle to the main 
attraction. The local ensemble 
played an energetic 50-minute set 
which, many believed, was easily 
the equal of what followed. One 
observation was that the crowd 
would not have been disappointed 
had The Revellers played after Big 
Country. 

As it was there was quite a delay 
between The Revellers completing 
the support slot and Big Country 
emerging.

Eventually, Peters led his men 
on-stage, though, to a loud and 
appreciative applause. The old 
classic Harvest Home was the  
first of almost 20 hits, and proved 
enough to keep the feet stomping 
at the front. It showed the kind  
of pace and energy that would 
ultimately come to characterise the 
night.

In fairness, it may have taken a 
little time for the band to fully grab 
the crowd’s attention, but the mood 

Big Country (from left): Bruce Watson, Mike Peters and Derek Forbes.  Photo: Mark Burgess

 Revellers put on show 
which rivals headliners

 Guitarist Watson says 
band wants to return

changed as soon as the anthemic 
Look Away began. Big cheers  
gave rise to a sea of arms reaching 
skywards. Other well-known clas-
sics, including Wonderland and 
Fields of Fire, kept them there.

Chance stood out as being 
powerful, poetic, and poignant. If 
you have never heard this wonder-
ful old number, seek it out on 
YouTube. Seasoned Big Country 
fans will have been glad to have 
heard it at Mareel.

The boys left the stage after an 
hour-long set. But that was just a 
tease and they were back in time 
for an ever-familiar big drum solo, 
which led into the band’s signature 
sign-off, In A Big Country – 
although that, in itself, only led to 
more music, more dancing, and 
louder cheers.

Clearly Big Country enjoys a 
quality that has not faded since the 
Dunfermline band’s formative 
years in the early eighties.

Offering his goodbyes, guitarist 
Bruce Watson – who has been with 
the band from the start – admitted 
this was their first trip to 
Shetland.

“...And it aint going to be our 
last,” he proclaimed, to loud cheers 
from the audience.

As for me – as someone who, 
arguably, failed school exams 
because of the distraction of Big 
Country on the eighties tape-deck 
(thanks a lot, guys) – I may well 
return when they do. 

I’ll stay well back from the 
front, though ... Just in case.

 Ryan Taylor Some of the adoring fans sing along during Saturday’s performance.  Photo: Mark Burgess
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● FREE design and planning  
 service.
● NEW TO SHETLAND   
 Magnetic Flooring in various  
 designs which can overlay  
 an existing fl oor.

LET’S GET THE JOB DONE

Freefi eld Road, Lerwick, ZE1 0NH    T: 01595 693057    F: 01595 696037
shetland@buildbase.co.uk   www.buildbase.co.uk

NEW
Our kitchen showroom has been 

completely refurbished with 
all new display’s from CUISINA 
and SHERATON and appliances 

from NEFF and BOSCH.

● Also a new range of worktops  
 including granite, quartz and  
 solid wood. 
● A new range of sinks and  
 taps complete the displays.

UP TO 50% OFF 
selected ranges.
Come in and see 

what we can offer.

Arts&EntErtAinmEnt

Singh puts a live vocal 
score to old Drifters film
A touring performance bringing together the dispa-
rate ingredients of beatboxing and herring fishing will 
launch in Unst on Wednesday.

The performance, entitled Following the Fleet: 
Drifters, will see London-born sound artist Jason 
Singh providing a live vocal score to the 1929 silent 
film Drifters.

A second performance is also due to take place in 
Lerwick on Thurdsay as part of the 10th Screenplay 
festival.

Drifters, by the acclaimed Scottish filmmaker John 
Grierson, is a documentary which follows North Sea 
herring trawlermen through their dramatic daily rou-
tines as well as the industry’s struggles between tra-
dition, modernity, technology, the environment and 
nature.

To tie in with the themes of the film Singh will tour 
his show around Scotland’s former major herring fish-
ing ports.

The performance will combine live vocal sound 
effects, voice manipulation, beatboxing and live  
sampling to create an exhilarating cinematic 
experience.  

As well as the semi-improvised live performance 

accompanying the 40-minute film, each public event 
will include an opportunity to hear more from Singh 
about his score and some venues on the tour.

Local performers will be invited to share songs 
and stories from the community’s fishing traditions to 
complement the event.

Singh will also be delivering workshops with sec-
ondary school students, which will aim to inspire, 
create discussion and encourage participants to 
explore their own voices, culture, local histories and 
music technology.

They will be guided through an introduction to 
beatboxing by learning how to vocally recreate drums, 
percussion, natural phenomena like the sea and wind 
and also more experimental vocal sound effects. 

Singh said: “I’m really excited about the Following 
The Fleet tour.”

He added: “I’m keen to see what people will make 
of a live beatboxed score to a silent film. 

“I’m also really looking forward to running work-
shops as it will give people the opportunity to explore 
their own voices in new ways and it will also give me 
the chance to meet, share and explore with new com-
munities and cultures.”

LA-based Tunstall still a rock chick with 
attitude, as Clickimin punters discover

It was one of those ‘have to go to’ gigs. But this was 
working – somebody’s gotta do it, as I informed the 
many folk I encountered as the night went on.

I queued with the rest, amid the midges, even 
though it was a standing gig so there’s no “best seats”. 
In the end a wall to lean on would suffice. 

My knowledge of Fife’s KT Tunstall – like many 
in the crowd? – extended to “Woo Hoo!” and her hits 
Black Horse and the Cherry Tree and Suddenly I See 
from about 10 years ago. 

Once a regular rock chick with attitude, she’s 
now living in Los Angeles “where even the dogs 
have guns” she informed us. She was obviously very 
popular with the Shetland crowd who had seen the 
gig moved from Mareel to the “Click-em-in” due to 
demand.

The venue has the capacity – but atmosphere or 
character? It is, after all, a sports centre.

Callum Beattie, a fresh-faced singer-songwriter 
was the support act and he set the evening alight with 
a groovy green guitar.

Unbelievably, he is on his first tour but let rip with a 
string of gutsy tunes delivered in a compelling style. 

There was admirable passion in his songs like 
Some Heroes Don’t Wear Capes though it was a bit 
early for his attempts at a singalong.

Then it was time for KT with her band from LA – 
was that Lerwick and About? The lineup was KT on 
guitar, keyboards, and a cracking rhythm section of 
drums and bass.

To ensure the audience got going KT,  jokingly 
explained that one of her technical people had a 
button which transformed Tuesday evening into a 
Saturday night.

She was at pains to tell us she had not been changed 
by her rock ‘n’ roll lifestyle – she still tied her  
own shoe laces, and proceeded to demonstrate this 
standing on one leg. That’s no mean feat, or is that 
feet? 

She did have glam silver “breeks” and what looked 
like boxing boots which ably helped with her char-

acteristic bobbing up on down on stage. She is a past 
master of pogoing.  And she had a roadie passing her 
guitars – if that’s not rock ‘n’ roll what is? 

She admitted she was a chatterbox and was keen to 
engage with the audience. She hadn’t seen Shetland 
the TV programme, (“wir Davie ‘ll no lik dat”), but 
she loved the ponies and “landing on the road at Sum-
burgh”. She had tweeted earlier in the day: “There 
will never be enough Shetland!”

Among the favourites she played quite a few new  
songs like It Took me so Long to Get Here, but Here  
I am, which she admitted it was a long title. The new  
songs seemed heavier than material we’re familiar 
with.

Unfortunately, the sound mix did not make the 
most of her brilliant voice and the words came out 
rather indistinct at times.

Some of the most successful numbers were when 
it was just KT singing with her guitar, but this did not 
deter the Shetland audience with its insatiable appe-
tite for music and “havin’ a guid time”.

At one stage a mass of mobile phones were waving 
with the torches lit. I can remember the days of light-
ers being swung in appreciation. 

KT’s hits came and we had the famous tambourine 
and even the underrated kazoo, which can be an asset 
to any self-respecting Up-Helly-A’ squad. 

She played a decent length set with bouncing 
enthusiasm and the crowd got their encore after much 
foot stomping and whistling.

She surprisingly played Simple Minds cover: Don’t 
You Forget About Me as part of her farewell, which 
took me back Edinburgh a long time ago when they 
were the support band.

There was an air of nostalgia at the gig with KT 
still putting on a pulsating show. And she managed 
to push the “Saturday night magic button” ably sup-
ported by Beattie. He’s definitely one to watch in the 
future.

Stephen Gordon

Phones aloft the crowd take directions from KT Tunstall during her performance at the Clickimin on Tuesday night.   
  Photo: Kevin Jones

Pulsating show but a pity about the sound mix quality Fine support from up-and-coming youngster Beattie

KT Tunstall’s powerful delivery was a hit with the crowd at the Clickimin Complex.   Photo: Stephen Gordon



THE SMITHS
28TH SEPTEMBER 1985

CLICKIMIN CENTRE, LERWICK, SHETLAND
 
Shakespeare's Sister
I Want the One I Can't Have
What She Said
Nowhere Fast
What's the World
The Boy With the Thorn in His Side
That Joke Isn't Funny Anymore
Stretch Out and Wait
Frankly, Mr. Shankly
Bigmouth Strikes Again
Still Ill
Rusholme Ruffians (with (Marie's The Name) 
His Latest Flame intro)
Heaven Knows I'm Miserable Now
Meat Is Murder
This Charming Man
Hand in Glove
Miserable Lie

ELVIS COSTELLO
1ST MAY 1988

SHETLAND FOLK FESTIVAL

Leave My Kitten Alone
Let Him Dangle
Comical Priest
Another King's Shilling
Shipbuilding
New Amsterdam
You've Got To Hide Your Love Away
The Big Light
(What's So Funny 'Bout) Peace, Love And 

Understanding

RUNRIG
31ST MARCH 1989

CLICKIMIN CENTRE, LERWICK, SHETLAND

Only The Brave
City Of Lights
Protect And Survive
Every River
Rocket To The Moon
Precious Years
The Cutter
News From Heaven
Siol Ghoraidh
Eirinn
The Only Rose
Tear Down These Walls
An Toll Dubh
Pride Of The Summer / The Twenty Five 

Pounder / Smalltown
Dance Called America
Cnoc Na Feille
Skye
World Appeal
The Times They Are A-changin'
Hearts Of Olden Glory
Loch Lomond

PULP
13TH AUGUST 1996

CLICKIMIN CENTRE, LERWICK, SHETLAND

Mis-Shapes
Do You Remember the First Time?
Monday Morning
Live Bed Show
I Spy
F.E.E.L.I.N.G.C.A.L.L.E.D.L.O.V.E.
Something Changed
Help the Aged
Sorted for E's & Wizz
Common People
Disco 2000
Babies

IDLEWILD
30TH MAY 2002

THE NORTH STAR, LERWICK, SHETLAND

(I Am) What I Am Not
Little Discourage
You Held the World in Your Arms
I'm a Message
Idea Track
These Wooden Ideas
American English
When I Argue I See Shapes
Century After Century
I'm Happy to Be Here Tonight
Rusty
Stay the Same
Roseability
In Remote Part / Scottish Fiction

FRANZ FERDINAND
24TH SEPTEMBER 2007

WHITENESS & WEISDALE HALL, SHETLAND

Cheating on You
Anyone in Love
Michael
Can't Stop Feeling
The Dark of the Matinée
New Kind of Thrill
Walk Away
No You Girls
Take Me Out
Van Tango
40'
Ulysses
Darts of Pleasure
Turn It On
Outsiders
This Fire

MUMFORD & SONS
9TH MARCH 2011

WHITENESS & WEISDALE HALL, SHETLAND

Roll Away Your Stone
Awake My Soul
White Blank Page
Timshel
Lovers' Eyes
Little Lion Man
Lover of the Light
Dust Bowl Dance
The Cave

KRIS KRISTOFFERSON
30TH SEPTEMBER 2013

CLICKIMIN CENTRE, LERWICK, SHETLAND

Shipwrecked in the Eighties
Darby's Castle
Me and Bobby McGee
Here Comes That Rainbow Again
Closer to the Bone
Best of All Possible Worlds
Help Me Make It Through the Night
Casey's Last Ride
Nobody Wins
Feeling Mortal
From Here to Forever
The Circle
Loving Her Was Easier (Than Anything I'll Ever 

Do Again)
The Heart
You Show Me Yours (And I'll Show You Mine)
In the News
Duvalier's Dream
Come Sundown
Billy Dee
The Promise
Sabre and the Rose
Jody and the Kid
Broken Freedom Song
They Killed Him
The Pilgrim, Chapter 33
I Hate Your Ugly Face
Sunday Mornin' Comin' Down
The Silver Tongued Devil and I
For the Good Times
To Beat the Devil
Please Don't Tell Me How the Story Ends
A Moment of Forever
Why Me

BIG COUNTRY
12TH OCTOBER 2013

MAREEL, LERWICK, SHETLAND

Harvest Home
Return
1000 Stars
The Journey
Restless Natives
In a Broken Promise Land
Look Away
Home of the Brave
Chance
Another Country
Wonderland
Fields of Fire
Lost Patrol
Last Ship Sails
Inwards
In a Big Country

KT TUNSTALL
23RD AUGUST 2016

AT CLICKIMIN CENTRE, LERWICK, SHETLAND

Little Favours
If Only
Funnyman
Evil Eye
Maybe It's a Good Thing
Other Side of the World
State Trooper
Hold On / Walk Like an Egyptian
"Tambo"
Black Horse and the Cherry Tree / Seven 

Nation Army
It Took Me So Long to Get Here, but Here I Am
Feel It All
Saving My Face
The Healer
Run on Home
Fade Like a Shadow
Suddenly I See

These gig set lists are compiled 
from either the review, as listed 
by fans on www.setlist.fm who 

attended the concert or from 
surrounding tour dates.


